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EDITORIAL .

Seeing Red

Editor-in-chiefMatt Forsythe takes a look at
the paper workfollies that sometimes occur at
UM-St. Louis.

This semester's Red Cross blood drive,
sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi, was a
smashing success.

FEATURES

Shirlee T. Haizlip, an African-American,
searches for her mother's "white" relatives in
her new book, 'The Sweeter the Juice'
SPORTS

I

Player of the Week Tammy Madden did all of
the Rivenvomen's scoring in a 2-1 victory over
10th ranked Metro State College.
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Campus crime victimizes UM-St. Louis Police Department
Suspect dumps van, exits ca~pus in police vehicle
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor
. A lJM-St. Louis police vehicle,
stolyn Oct. IS, was later used in the
theft of a woman's purse. The vehicle
was found abandoned Oct. 16 at about
2 p.m. at the 600 block of Clara Ave.
James Smalley, interim director of
the UM-St. Louis Police Department,
said a coordinated investigation is un· derway with St. Louis City and County
Police.
"We're going to apprehend and
prosecute fully the individuals associated in the matter," Smalley said. "But
right now, there's no suspect."
Smalley believes the suspect stole
aChevrolet van earlier in the night, and
left it abandoned in parking lot "L"
before stealing the campus vehicle.
"We put together the circumstances
· and the order of events," Smalley said.
Photo: Jeremy Rutherlord
"The van was processed by our department. The stolen police car is being
UM-ST. LOUIS PD BLUE: Hudson Security officers Aaron Thomas (left) and Greg Murphy are two of Capt.
James Smalley's 15-member staff. In a recent College and University Reports study, UM-St. Louis had a lower processed by St. Louis City and the
evidence by the County ."
crime rate than Washington UniverSITY and Sf. Louis University
St. Louis Police believe the suspect
· used the police cruiser to steal a
woman's purse at about 8:30 p.m.
Saturday night near Lake Ave. and

Chancellor issues informal report card:
UM-St. Louis Police need improvement
'.. This story is·the first part of a two-part series that
"*'evaitnjT~n{fl!Sin the eampllS pofice 'Clepl1HriJen .
"
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by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

campus.
Cllancellor
When Capt. John Smalley was · Blanche
given the duty of directing the UM-St. To u hill
Louis Police Deparunent, he was given met with
one order. The University wanted to Smalley,
see his officers out and about.
Monday,
It's been three months since and disSmalley received his wish list, and cussed the James Smalley
UM-St. Louis PO
now there are two very different report progress of
cards surfacing. One report card, written the department.
by the University, would have Smalley
"In the meeting she said that she
sitting in the comer if this were grade doesn't see the (Cushman patrol) carts .
school. The other report has the U11- around on campus enough," Smalley
St. Louis Depanffient steadily im-' said, "She was a little disturbed ."
proving ill its efforts to iliakC this a safe
Smalley said the Chancellor was

Waterman Blvd.
The woman said that a police vehicle pulled her over, and a youth about
16 or 17 approached her car. Realiz.ing
the individual was nota police officer,
the woman walked awa y from the scene.
The suspect proceeded to steal the
woman's purse from her vehicle.
Smalley said the collected evidence
.will be sent to a lab, where fingerprints
will be run through the Automatic
Fingerprinting Identification System.
"Anytime you successfully lift
fingerprints, they can be turned into a
crime lab and compared with prints of
people who have been arrested ,"
Smalley said.
Smalley said to ensure such incidents do not reoccur, campus police
will begin parking unused vehicles in a
locked garage. He said the department
will also implement other safety measures such as installing electronic locks
on its vehicles.
"Two of our cars have electronic
locks , but the one that was taken did
not," Smalley said. "The steering column had a hole in it, exposing the
internal parts. That's how they are
usually stolen."
The stolen police vehicle marks the

Students

"S he complained that she can not
look out of her officc window and see

the carts," Smalley said. "The carts ,
though, were limited to being mobile.
Since the second week of school, we
have been utilizing the security officers to do parking enforcement. That
could explain why the Chancellor may
not be seeing them."
The evaluation stems from complaints made by faculty members who
wanted to see the department use its
officers more efficiently.
In issue 795 of The Current,
Reinhard Schuster, vice chancellor of
Administrative Services said, even
though the campus is one of the safest
in Missouri, the poli~e did lack visibility.
In a recent report done by Collegc

second serious crime this semester. On
July 25, a man was robbed of $53 at
gunpoint on the second floor of Benton
Hall. No suspect has yet been charged
with that crime.
In August, Smalley said the sum~
mer robbery was a result of proximity.
"Now some crime is flowing onto
the campus, including mostly vehicle
break-ins," Smalley said. "The situation
has caused us to come up with a game
plan, which could entail surveillance
cameras and officers assigned to
monitor specific parking garages."
Thomas Lee, a transfer student from
St. Louis University, said safety is
important. In July, his former school
was labeled "the most dangerous college town in America" in a lxxlk about
nationwide campus safety.
Lee believes that installing surveillance cameras at UM-S t. Louis will
be beneficial.
"Students are concerned with their
surroundings," he said. "It's helpful to
know what's going on around you.
. "The parking lots at SLU CSt. Louis
University) have surveillance cameras
allover. Just knowing that the cameras
are there cuts down on crime. At least
it makes people think twice."
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see.Police, page 4

l,Se habla Espanol?

Campus group says vote 'yes' on Hancock II
by Clint Zweifel
managing editor
Some students on the U11-StLouis
campus have taken the opposite stand
on Bancockll (Amendment 7) the
education community would like them
to hold.
.
Concerned Students, an organiz.a, tion that communicates through an online computer bulletin boarel has taken
a pro -Hancock II stance-a near
anomal yon a college campus. Proposed
by Rep. Mel Hancock, R-Spcingfield,
Hancock II is a tax limitation bill that
changes the way Missouri computes

.~

state revenue. The Amendment will be
on the Nov. 8 ballot.
Organiz.ation President Vernon
Pursley ill said the main reason so
many students are against Amendment
7 results from University staff using
the classroom as a bullypulpit for their
views on the Amendment. Too many
students, he said, do not question what
professors are telling them about the
Amendment.
"They are buying into ».ihat they
are hearing in their classes everyday,"
Pursley said. "Whatever comes out of
the mouths of the instructor is not
questioned. It' s taken as gospel.

"Almost daily in our classes weget
plummeted about the cuts Hancock II
will cause. And with the stories in the
newspaper, this has led us to say 'hey
you guys are seeing an issue onesided. ",
Pursley, a junior majoring in
Criminology , said the possibility of
higher education budget cuts doesn't
worry him . He said the state budget is
run inefficientlyandthatproblem needs
to be corrected. Amendment 7, he said,
will do thatby elim inating unnecessary
adm inistrative costs that currently
plague state spending.
"What allows Hancock n to work

well is that we are going to have to cut
some of the perks before [the cuts]
trickle down to the student level. We
are spending too much on administrative perks and additional salaries."
He said the "scare tactics" the
University is using to oppose the
Hancock II overlook the need for a
more efficient budget. He said the goal
of Hancock II is not to damage education, but to make spending smarter.
"Spending more per student is not
always a guarantee that you will have a
better student," Pursley said. "East St.

Meridian Mail is more tightl y integrated with the phone system s. It has
larger numbers of access ports than
V'MX had, and the recording time has
increased from 40 to 120 minutes.
The voice mail system upgrade has
greatly improved the usability of the
system. With the new features, the voice
mail system can be . used in various
ways. One time-saving feature means
voice mail can now be set up to call a
pager when someone is waiting for an
important call.
"Most importantly, users have more.
control over th eir mailboxes,"
Westenneyer said.
Also, instead of having to listen to

the messages and either save them or
write them down, the number nine can
be pressed at any timc during the
message an d it will call the person back
immediatel y, if the call was made from
campus.
With VMX, callers would get voice
mail and not be able to reach a person
other than tocontinue leaving messages.
"They would get caught in what
has been called' voice mail jail,' where
once yo u get in, you can't get out,"
Westenneyer said.
With Meridian Mati there is a zero
revert number. If the caller is in the
voice mail system and needs to speak
with someone in person, zero can be

pressed at any time and the caller will
be transferred to a receptionist during
regular office hours.
There is also a higher level of security with Meridian MaiL To access
voice mail, instead of just dialing an
access code and a specific password,
the mailbox nUIT)ber needs to be identified.
Getting acquainted with the new
system and it's features will take some
time. Westermeyer said people have
been calling to find out how to use the
system.
"There's going to be some rough
spots," Westenneyer said. "But we' ll
work them out."

see suppon, page 4
Meridian Mail modernizes on-campus phone system

"

by Beth Robinson
associate news editor

Photo; Jeremy Rutherford

CAMPUS EDUCATOR: David Friedrichs, treasurerof Hispanic/Latino

Student Association (HISLA) , addresses a crowd Wednesday .

The upgrading of an important
campus tool is likely to cause some
serious conversation. Meridian Mail,
the new on-campus phone system, replaced the VMX system, Oct. 17, and
is expected to make life much easier on
its customers, the campus community.
The old voice mail system was
eight years old and did not have the
features that most newer systems have.
Lawrence Westermeyer, director
of Computing and Networking Services, said VMX was lacking in functionality.
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CLASSIf?IEDS
ADVERTISE IN THE CURRENT!
Students can put classifieds in THE
CURRENTforfree. Call Julie at 5535175 for more information.

APR

..,,:

MATH TUTOR
1 free session
Call for an appointment.
381-9622

* PRE-MEDS *

ASPIRING PHYSICIAN'S RESOURCE

Preparation for your medical school interview •
APR is an individualized preparation for the fmal hurdle your medical school interview - by an M.D. with 7 years'
experience and proven applicant success. Your candidacy now
depends on skills infinitely less quantifiable than grades.
This interview is your single opportunity to prove YQ!! should
be selected over other qualified applicants. Don't chance it.
Call APR: (708) 798-4480
• APR also offers help/editing on your essay/personal statement
Call for information.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

THIS IS IT
Make our easy holiday gifts at home
for our distributors. $1,000 weekly
possible. No experience. College
Crafts, 1925 Pine Ave., Niagra Falls,
NY14301
EXTRA INCOME FOR 94'
Earn $500 - $1 000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For detailsRUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
·57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

HELP WANTED: Individual students/
organizations to promote Spring
Break trips. Earn high dollar commissions and free trips. Must be
outgoing and creative. Call im mediately 1-800-217-2021.
Visitor Gu ides needed for Interactive'Theme House. Part-time jobs
available. Pays up to $7.00/hr. with
flexible hours. The location is Woods
Mill and Clayton Rd. Call Bernadette
at 725-8700.
GET INVOLVED! THE CURRENT
has an immediate opening for a
photographer. This is a paid position
and some experience is helpful.
Contact Matt or Clint for more info or
an interview. 553- 5183 or 553-6810.

Auto Financing .
**** AUTO GALLERY ****

®®®o®®®©
Deluxe-Premium

Pre-owned cars/trucks/4X4s
On The Spot Financing

87 NISSAN PULSAR NX, 2dr, Ttop,
5 speed, black, VERY SHARP, 114K
miles, reliable. $2450080.644-1773.

84 MAZDA 626 LX,S speed, 2 door
coupe,blue,
moonroof,
AC,
cassette. 105K, nice car. $1450 OBO.
644-1773.

86 TOYOTA TERCEL, autp, 2dr hb,
red, AC. cassette. $165110BO. 6457606.

MISCELLANEOUS
FLU SHOTS-THURSDAY NOV.
3RD. U Center Lobby 10 a.m.-3
p.m.and 3rd Floor Lucas Hall Lobby
4:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. $10 cash or
check payable to "Visiting Nurse
Association". Sponsored by the UMSt. Louis Student Heatth Service.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS;
DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S.
Immigration. Greencards provide U.
S. permanent resident status. Citizens of almost all countries are allowed. For info & forms: New Era
Legal Services 20231 Stagg St ..
Canoga Park, CA 91306 Tel:
(818)772-7168;(818)998-4425

NancyHi freakshow!

Monday-Sunday: 1Oam-11 pm.

Gonz-

NEED WORD PROCESSING HELP?

You're the best daughter ever! You
make me very proud! -ZLAM, MOM

PERSONALS
-Frida

CyndieWhen did you say what's her name
is getting engaged?
Amy and KathyZETA's formal was the best! -T_V.
Jen and Jill·
You're-the best!! ·Love, Mom

NOBOOV OOES SKI BREAKS BETTER'

Brentwood 962-5300· Ballwin 227-2266 • Bridgeton 227-8715
St Charles 724-1200 • South City 962·3653· Midtown 946-4900

GIVE US TIME
TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.

After just three years
in the Army, your college
loan could be a thing of the
past.
Under the Armys Loan
Repayrnentprograrn, each
year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,
whichever amount is
greater, up to a $55,000
limit
This offer applies to
Perkins Loans, Stafford
Loans and certain other
federally insured loans
which are not in default.
And this is just the first
of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole
story from your Army
Recruiter.

Birthright

After Hours Call: I-SOO-550-.t900

We Care.

IN THE ARMY, .
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
,.-:----- with your level of experience. As

_.-0/_' ____

SERVICES

hour. Evening hours. Call Tom at
839-4933.

• IMMEDIATE practical assistance
• ALL services FREE and confidential

find one. But if you're a nurs-

ASY WORK. EXCELLENT PAY
Mailing Products - - - - Send SASE to: INTL
2221 ~eachtree Road N.E.
Suite D-415
Atlanta, GA 30309

MACINTOSH TUTORING - $15 an

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING

Any nurse who just wants a job can

0528, Ext. 65.

Papers, resumes, you name it. Options include editing, consulting, rushl
weekend service. Some foreign language typing. Reasonable rates for
great service. Call 644-5642.

• No humiliating application process
• All deals are taken seriously
• We are here to help you
drive home today
• Ask about our student discount

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
FUNDRAISING Choose from 3 different fund raisers lasting either 3 or 7
days. No investment. Earn $$$ for
your group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. Call 1-8~-932-

,"

J

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And With the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus. housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients ~md responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call l-BOO-USA ARMY

NEEDED: HEALTHY MALES
Non-smokers ages 18 - 40 to participate in evaluations of phannaceutical
products seeking FDA approval. Evaluations include staying at the Gateway
Medical Research clinic facility at 116 North i.wn Street, in St Charles, for
two separate 24-hour periods. During that time, you will be asked to furnish
small bl.oOO. and/or urine samples. To qualify, you must be on no drugs or
medications, have no history of serious disease or medical problems, and be
of a normal height/weight ratio. Free lab work and physical exam are
included. Typical rompensation is about $300 per project. Projects may take
place during weekdays or weekends.
For mON information, Call 946-2110 from 5 -9 p.m, Sunday. Thursday.

• for L-O-N-G hours of STUDY
-while WORKING OUT
WE HAVE THE PERFECT
PRODUCT FOR YOUI

SHAPE-FAST

426-0335
ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

,:;:.;'

Workforce Solutions

Make A
Difference
We have several part-time positions open.
Individuals will provide direct care for persons
with autism and other disabHities in various city
and coi!nty locations, f vening and weekend
shifts are available,
• RECREATION COACHES
• RESPITE PROVIDERS
• BEHAVIOR COACH
• PROGRAM ASSISTANTS
• OVERNITE ASSISTANTS

Come to the Annual
Gateway Tournament:
When: November 4-6
Where: UM-St. Louis Campus and
.King Henry VIII Hotel

Featured Events:
Speech and Debate Competition 2-9 on

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA or GED required.
Experience in direct cafe or in working with
individuals with MAlDDpreferred.
Workforce 'r.IH'1fr'n,nCi':
One Boatmen '.'
Suite 2130
St. Louis, MO .'
or FAX to
(314) ~!'l"·;!'fl.Ji;:'i":)~

YOU can apply by completing
an application at:
JUDEVINE CENTER FOR AUTISM

at 11 :00 a_m.

1101 Olivette Executive Parkway
Suite 100

.For Tic.ket and Event Information, contact
Sherry LaBoon or Tom Preston at

st. Louis, MO 63132
oreal!:

432-6200
Workforce Solutions is"

campus Nov. 4, and more
of the same all day Nov. 5 .
Comedy Night Nov. 5 at King Henry VIII in the
King James Room, 10 p.m.
Come to the Comedy Club!
Debate elimination Rounds at King Henry VIII
Hotel Sunday Nov. 6. Awards Banquet ·

553-5816 or 553~6762
Timers for events needed!
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'Let's get that in writing'
by Matt Forsythe
editor-in-chief
Sometimes the random nature of
events can have a very funny effect,
especially when it comes to paperwork ..
Don't get me wrong. I know the
death of all those innocent trees to
produce those perfect; white, lettersize sheets is something essential to
the corporate and government empires that we have built in this country.
Everything has to be on paper.
Did you get it in writing? That question must
be answered with ayes.
The funny part
comes hen things get
a little mixed up.
Take for instance the
letter that just came
across my desk Friday.
Basically the letter informs me that the University is against hazing in any form
(big surprise there) and I have to read
a statement to this effect at the first
regular meeting of the year or I as
editor-in-chief am out of a job. My
first regular meeting of the year took
place on Aug. 15.
Weill guess 1am out of ajob, but
maybe the University will be a little
lenient towards me because of the
fact that the letter attached to the
University statement is dated Oct.

w

18 .
But then I started thinking, which
is usually a dangerous thing for a
smart aleck like me to do.
I wondered about the type ofhazing I would do if I was an evil editorin-chief.
First of all, I would haze my new
reponers.
"1 want a 500 to 600 word story
on bovine scatology and the serious
ramifications if has on our society by
tomorrow. Remember, I want you to
~!!ote at least five sources."
Then I would test my new advertising salespeople.
"I want you guys to sell 500 col-

umn inches to mortuaries by the end
of this week. I know there isn't a big
market for it on a college campus,
but I don 't care. Remember, keep
the copy for thead light and upbeat."
Then maybe my copy editor.
"As part of your hazing you must
copy edit next week's paper for 24
hours straight. If I find a mistake
after that, you will be forced to copy
edit the collected works of E.E.
Cummings."
. Boy, I'm really tempted on that
last one. This practice might actually improve the paper immensely.
All joking aside,
the really important
thing this letter makes
me think about is how
important timeliness
and appropriateness
is to anything that is
written on paper.
When you wor~
on The Current everything you write is
looked over by the whole campus .
When you make a mistake it is out in
the open.It is the business of many
people. That is not the case for some
other departments.
I feel a little guilty for writing
this. I know how the person who sent
the letter out will feel. I have made
mistakes in print many times . It is
not a pleasant experience to be reminded you are human .
Of course, the person who wrote
the letter to me might even be able to
quote some kind of rule buried deep
within the Sludent Organization Survival Handbook which would point
out that this situation is somehow
my fault for not memorizing every
campus rule.
But it would still be remiss of me
not to write about this mistake. When
we make a mistake at The Current
people send us letters that we print
talking about our mistakes.
I think it is only appropriate that
we occasionally return Lhe favor }n
order to bring things out in the open
and facilitate better communications,
however painful that might be.

electronic mail contact
Follow these instructions to subscribe to The Current's public
bulletin board.
First, log on to CMS on the University'S computer netw ork ..
This can be accessed through Internet.
Next, mail to lislserve@wnslvam.umsi.edu . In the body of your
note, type sub current and then your full name.
After you have sUQscribe , to read or send mail to the bulletin
board, mail to current@umslvma.umsl.edu.
If you want to send a private letter to the editor, mail to

edilor@umslvma .umsl.edu.

Letters policy
The Current welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be
kept brief. The use of any materuli is at the editor's discretion.
Editing may be necessary for space and clarity. Ideas will
not be altered, bllt the editor will avoid obscenity, libel and
invasions of privacy.
Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Current.
For purposesofverijication, ail letters mustbear the writer's
hand,written signature, address, student identification number
and home or work telephone number. Ifrequested, all efforts
will be made to maintain the writer's anonymity.

ALJNG A COP CAR IS A HH.L
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Voice 0 the people...
Hancock II: Too "good to be true Transcript request sends student
Dear Editor,
on long-distance runaround

jeopardized throughout the stale as
the Missouri Highway Patrol elimiThe idea of voting on every local nates officers itcurrentl y has on roads
and state tax sounds appealing. But, and highways and the Department of
as we all know, somethin&.J,b3lSQllJlds Corrections closes prisons and ends
too good to be true usually is. r be- its supervision of inmates on probalieve that's the case with Amend- tion or parole.
ment 7.
The quality of elementary and
The promoters of Amendm ent 7, secondary education will decline
the so-called Hancock II measure, immediately when the number of
have not fully informed citizens of students in each public sc hool classthe far-reaching changes the mea- room escalates as teachers are elimisure would impose. Perhaps that's nafeq in school districL~ throughout
because Amendment 7 is so badly the'state.
written that proponent~ and oppoAs the president of the Univernents can only speculate on its iIDr sity of Missouri-St. Louis Alumni
pact. The most likely impact of Association, I am especially conAmendment 7 will be that Missouri- cerned about the devastating impact
ans will have less, not more, say our this proposal would have on higher
government, because a judge will education. Colleges and universities
eventually define Amendment 7 and would be forced to close entire proset tax policies for state and local grams and significant raise tuition .
governments accordingly.
This would fundamentally change
Running government through the the mission of public higher educacourt system is not what anyone in- tion.
tended . But perhaps most distressing
Public higher educati on gives
is that state agencies and state-sup- . citizens an opportunity to broaden
ported institutions will beforced into themselves and [0 become educated
making drastic cuts in service while a nd employed in diverse fields that
Amendment 7 plays out in court- otherw ise would be beyond their
maybe for years. By all accounts, reach. This is specifically true of the
Amendment 7 limits state revenue Universi ty of Misso uri-St. Louis.
below its current level. At issue, and
The University of Missouri-St.
what will be decided by a judge, is Louis was created to· make quality
whether that state revenue is already higher education physically and fiabove the Amendment 7 limit by $1 nancially accessible to St. Louis-area
billion or $5 biUion as some ha~.e residents . Passage of Amendment 7
suggested. Either way, we lose.
would damage the institution s abil- .
The safety ofl\1issourians will be ity to meet this misg~n ...
When voters consider Amendment 7 on Nuvember 8, I suggest
The student voice
they cpnsicter aU that would be lost if
it
passes. I'm voting"no"onAmendof UM-St. Louis
ment 7.
~,

Address aU correspondence to : The Current
8001 Natural Bridge Road • SL Louis, Mo. 63121
Business and Advertising (314) 553-5175, Newsroom and Editorial (314) 553-5174 or fax (314) 553-6811
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Managing Editor
News Editor
Associate News Editor
Features Editor
Associate Features Editor
Sports Editor
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Photographer
Photographer
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Associate Advertising Director
Circulation
Practicum Student
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Matthew J. Forsythe
Clint Zweifel
Jeremy Rutherford
Beth Robinson
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Scott Lamar
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Erich Ulmer
Julie Ball
Michael O'Brian
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Sincerely,
Steve Brawley
Alumni Association President

The Current is published weekly on
Ivfo n days. Advertising rates are

available upon request by contacting
The Current s' advertising office (314)
553-5316. Space reservatiotlsfor
adverlismenls must be received by 5:00
p.m. the Wedtl(,sday prior to publication.
The Current, financed in pari by Sludent aclivity fees, is not an official
publicaliotl of UM-St. Lou is. The Uni versity is nol responsiblefor TheCurrm/ 's
content or policies,
Editorials expressed in Ihe paper reflect the opinion of the editorial staff.
Articles la beled "commentary" or "column " are the opinion of the irldividual
writer.
All materia l contained in this isslIe is
the property of The Current, and cannot
be reprodu ced or reprinted without the
expressed written consent ofThe CUrren t.

Organiz~tion

job without the help of the precious
UM-S t. Louis transcript and no longer
I don't want to waste much time needed it. So I told the lady that I felt
with thi s, out I can 't re'isl pending the university should send me ai'Iee
a few minutes to pointout the obvi- copy of my transcript for the trouble
I'd been through. She merely laughed
ous .
A few month s ago , I sent the in my long-distance ear at this, say[Cashier's Office] ached ; for 55 and ing UM- St. Louis would never do
urgentl y requested that they rush my such a kindhearted thing. I said I
transcript to me, as I had an incred- agreed the Department of Record s
ible job offer that required a copy of and Transcripts and the Cashier'S
Office would not do such a thing,
it.
I asked the sam e o f Colorado though the rest of the departments at
Mountain College and CeHo Cosa UM-St. Louis have always been great
to me.
Community College and they folAnyway, a few weeks later I got
lowed through immediately. Two
weeks later, I got a letter from the acopy of my UM-St. Louis transcript
[Cashier's Offi ce] r~turning my in the mail, even tho ugh I hadn't rerequeste.d it. Great, I thought, maybe
c heck and telling me to call such and
'omeone in those hated departments
such number to find out why [ was
has a heart after all.
not worthy of my transcript.
Then, today (Oct. 15) I get a bill
After an expensi ve long -distance
call, because of all the transferring for sent transcript. No fair! I didn't
from one departmenl to another request it this time and [the Departwhich has always heen lypical of ment of Records and Transcripts and
the Cashier'S Office] denied it and
calling UM-Sl. Louis, [theCashier's
sent my check back and caused much
Office] informed me thatI owed S13
(thUS the denial of the tran script) for consternation regarding the pending
a matter that I had already cleared up job. So I'm not going to send the $5,
a month earlier (wh ich was anoth er because I didn't requ es t the tranadmitted mistake on your part) with script. I'm sure theS5 won't hurt [the
another expensive long-di sta nce cal l departments] because they have
plenty of ways to rip off students and
and the obligatory department roulene transferrin g. At that ti me , I even the state of Misso uri, either through
asked if ever ything \1 us cool and if incompete nc e and/or deliberate
there would be no prob lems if I n> . means.
This is a shame because UM~St.
quested my tran sL.ripl. The answer
Louis is a good school. [The departwas an emphatic "yes. don't \\OT[\
ments 1 are the only ones to consisabout it."
tently screw things up for me and my
So, as we were conversing on the
phone abo ut th t: S13. the woman I friends over the years that I have
was talking to looked it up OIl the attended there.
I attended UM-St. Louis for 1970
computer and found that indeed I
to 1993 and got a Bachelor 'S and a
was right and the m:1lter had been
cleared up previuu sl y_Th e returned Master 's degree.
check and the denial of the transcript
Love and kisses,
had been yet anOlh cr mi stake.
Darby V.
At that point, I already landed the
Dear Editor,

fights hunger 'one Ineal at a time'

Dear Editor, .
We would like to thank The Current, in particular Jack Dudek, for
the coverage/promotions of our allcampus food drive benefitting the
American Indian Center of MidAmerica. Promotional flyers and
word of mouth are sometimes not
enough for success of any campus
event, especially one like ours assisting a non-profit agency. Your article
was well written and truly capttlfed
our passion for sponsoring this food
a ler t. It was more than we co uld have
. ever hoped for.

.,

The six collection boxes on this
univerSity were heavily monitored
because the need at the food pantry
was so immediate, and still is . W e
have decided to extend our food alert
until Oct. 31 for those individual
would who would still like to cono
tribute (even if only one item). The
following six collec tion sites will
remain as follows: North Ca mpusAdmissions Office (Woods Hall-first
floor), E vening College (Lucas Hallthird floor) , Social Work Office
(589 L ucas Hal)), and the Wor.:le n's
Center (211 Clw-k Hall).
South Campus- School of Op-

tom etry , Dean's Office (331
Marillac), and Marillac Lobby.
As the organizers of this effort,
we extend a spe}:ial thank you to
those individuals who were able to
donate items, and we invite others to
follow their lead. It is unrealistic to
think that on e food drive can end
hun ger in St. Louis, so we'll address
it one meal at a time.

Thanks again!
Scott Eman l I

Glenna Payn e
And rea Herling
S oc ial Work Student Association
t,
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----------------------Crime-Prevention Tips

Police from page 1
and University ReportS, UM-St Louis
ranked considerably lower than St.
Louis University or Washington University in reponed. campus crimes.
The report showed that for every
1,000 students, 2.6 are victims of crime
at Washington University and 2.1 at
SLU Meanwhile, UM-St.Louisranked
near the safest in thestudyof20schools
with 0.8 crimes per 1,000 students,
following Missouri Baptist (0.0) and
Maryville University (OJ).
The statistics are surprising to

Smalley considering he isn't even
working with a full staff. The department has added four Hudson Security
officers bringing to 15 the total number
of police employees.
"We have filled some vacancies
that were a year old," Smalley said.
"We're authonzed to have an 18member staff, but we're still shorthanded as it stands now."
Schuster said the officers are
spending too much time doing nonpolice work. He quesuoned ho~ mud],

(Attendant On Duty 7 a.m. -

6 p.m.)

DROP OFF LAUNDRY & IRONING SERVICE
COLOR CABLE TELEVlSION

*

PINBALL & VlDEO MACHINES

11763 Natural Bridge • Bridgeton, Missouri

C. Scherer

731-2658

'It would be a good idea for UM-St.
Louis to install cameras. It couldn't hurt . ..
Just knowing the cameras are there cuts
down on crime. At least it makes people think
twice.'
- Thomas Lee, student
patrolling can be done if officers are
locking and unlocking doors.
Smalley agrees and said a card
access system will do wonders for the
campus.
"(The card identification system)
is further along," Smalley said. "But I
believe it's montjIs down the road."
He also said the department is
looking into installing other safety
me<l.S.l.ires, such as surveillance cameras.
Some students said they have seen
more officers patrolling the campus.

"Crime is all over," said Joe
Coleman, a Criminology major. "(The
two incidents) do not really bother me.
lt doesn't say anything bad about the
University or the students who go here."
Thomas Lee is a transfer student
from St. Louis University, where surveillance cameras are used day and
mght.
"It would be a good idea for UMSl Louis to install cameras," Lee said.
"It couldn ' t hurt. .. Just knowing the
cameras are there cuts down on crime.
At least it makes people think t",ice."

Cooperative Education
... the competitive edge
Supply

~iU ~1 ~iU

----------------------1. Most importantly, be aware of your
surroundings
2. Lock your vehicle
3. Do not walk alone (if pOSSible)
4. Stay an arm's length away from strar'!gers
5. Walk deliberately and make eye contact
with people coming towards you
6. Do not carry excess baggage (flashy
jewelry, hand bag)
7. Keep a record of your valuables
8. Have keys ready on return trip to vehicle
9. Be cautious of suspicious individuals
10. REPORT ALL INCIDENTS! 553-5155

Support from page 1
LoUIS [School DistnctJ is an example
of that. [Hancock II] is going to force
the campus to look at what is and
imjX)riant and what needs to be cuL
Saying a campus will be closed is a
scare tactic and students are smart
enough to see through that. "
Although Concerned Students has
taken a stance on Hancock II, Pursley
said the organization 's malO foc us to
serve as an information provider to
students on political and govenunental

issues. The organization currently has
8,000 flies of information and hopes to
have 20,000 by November. Listed on
the files is information concerning
current legislative bills and other bitsof
govenunent information.
"N, a group we don't take a liberal
or conservative approach," he said. "We
are a group that you can come to if you
need information on an issue. You can
find the original text [of an amendment] and form your own opmion."

Now~You~if$tay lil"- ToiIch' At

The Lowest Price In To\vn!
Peace ofMind Never Cost So Little!
As Low As

Demand

Co-op is the answer!
Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall
553-5111

$

Priceless information. Free.
Change your study habi ts for the better wi th our free study tips
disk, Ask for it when you check out Cliffs StudyWare' for test
preparation and course review. We cover tests from the ~
SAT I to the GRC and classes from biology to statisti cs. : ,,~...;
(Ask about our boxer sharts offer) too.) Details at:
~

UNNERSITY BOOKSTORE
ANTHROPOLOGY:
- .., PREPARING FOR THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY
Winter Semester 1995: Course Offerings
of Interest to the NON-MAJOR

per month·

(CenTRAL
-

Cellular & Paging

-We mllnr.hat .e promlse!-

'Soole Res1!ictiOClS Mllf IWY. Details
Stera Req.ires 1 '(I. CClnrnltoolf

~n

Elliot Rich, PrBSident

SOUTH
er_
843-1303

CENTRAL

9570 Watson Rd.

...- , (.~ from

Plaia)

8041 OlIVe
_ (I miId_oflSl 01(· t 70)

ST. CHARLES
12101 Olive

2725 S. 1·70 Setvice Rd.

(1-270 & Olivo)

(Hwf. 70 off 94)

432..7017 434-5356 949-5858

Cou.se
Nurrber

'4"1

Human Origins
,Iff'
• Intro to Cultural Anthropology
• Wor~d Cultures (day and eve.)
• Cultural Diversity Through Literature
• Sex and Gender Across CUlfiIres
• Cultures of Asia (day and eve.)
• Archaeology of Missouri
• Archaeology of North America (day and eve.)
• Tradition, Modernization and Eco~omic
Development in East Asia

50

05
11
25
29
41
110
131
132
238

• Satisfy Cultural Diversity Requirement

is urgently seeking college students to work with
school age children in the before and after school
program in South County Elementary Schools.
Hours are approximately from:
6:30 a.m. to 9 a.m.
and/or 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
There are two positions available:
Group Leader: must like working with children
and possess some experience working with
children.
Site Director: must have at least 60 college credit
hours with 12 credit hours in child care or
education related courses.
Salary ranges from $5.001$6.25 per hour to start.

TIckets on sale now at the Fox Box Office and all MetroTlx
outlets Incluelng Famous Bar, and 'select National and Musk:
VIsion/Music Biz locations.

~

----RU!"'""-

843-6703

~$240
TEMPORARY SHIFT
DIFFERENTIAL

FOR

NIGHT SORT
IIPM-3AM

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
DELIVERS EDUCATION

Permanent Part-Time Positions Available for Loaders and Unloaders
$8.00 - $9.00 per hour
•
By Working at UPS You Gain:

I

*

I

~

IiJ
IiJ

[iJ

Valuable ExpeI1ence

Full Benefits
Pald HoUdays & Vacations

5Zl

Student Loans After One Year

iii

Promotion From Within

~ Career Opportunlty

Contact Career Placement to Apply
346 Woods Hall 553·5317
WE M/F

I

*I

~
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Beta A'pha Psi,Red Cross, UM-St. Louis
host another successful blood drive
ticipate in the drive and to give blood if
possible.
Terri Gross, co-chaiIperson of the
This semester' s UM-St. Louis fraternity, said that they won an award
Blood Drive, conducted Oct. 17 and last year for the longest community
serviceactivity. She said that this year's
18, was a smashing success.
The drive, conducted each semes- members contributed at least four hours
ter, is sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi apiece as volunteers for the drive, which
fraternity. The American Association lasted from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Monday
of Retired Persons (AARP) chapter and Tuesday ~
Kathy Schulte, the other chairper3456 of St. Ann provided five volunson for the
teers, and the Stfraternity, was
Louis Bi-State
unavailable for
Chapter of the
comment.
American Red The American Red
"Kathy has
Cross invested Cross is currently .
worked
very hard
both materials and
a·
uCode
under
for this drive,"
nurses.
said Gross. ,;
Each year Yel/ow." This means
The AARP
Beta Alpha Psi
sponsors the blood the supply of blood is representatives
took signatures
drive with a not large enough for
and distributed
sweeping prothe expected need in snacks to the
gram to create and
donors.
e n h. a n c e the near future.
Rut h
awareness at UMSpurgeon,
a
St. Louis and
throughout the community. They veteran volunteer of the drive, comdistribute pamphlets and fliers and erect mented that the turnout seemed better
I signs and bulletin boards that inform than last year.
students of the coming blood drive.
Many of the volunteers from the
Members also participate in AARP .had participated in previous
awareness programs that educate drives. This is just one of the many
people about the need for blood dona- activities that the organization memtions and the status of the Red Cross. bers perform for the community.
Another important force behind this
This is all done as a community service. They encourage everyone to par- drive was the faculty advisor for Beta

by Brian A. Dashner
reporter

by Don Barnes
features editor.

As I start this week's words, I want
to thank the people who have approached me lately with comments and
compliments about my column. I
appreciate theinpuL
And I want to apologize for last
week's sec~on. If you're one of those
people who read our newspaper just to
see how many mistakes are committed
each issue, then you had a field day last
week.
No excuses though. Would you
believe me anyway? Just an apology.
I'm ssshhhhgggg.
Now for this week's trip.
I was sining in my English class
last week, trying to follow a lecture on
Shelley, when a DC-IO landed on top
of Clark Hall.
Ok. Idon't know ifit wasaDC-lO,
and it didn't really land.
But it felt like it The windows
were rattling and the room was humming andI couldn't hear a word of
what was being said.
Can anybody tell me why the airspace above.UM-St Louis is used to
traffic flights in and out of Lambert
fieJd?
I mean, I know we're right next to
the airport, and inevitably they're going to have to use the airspace over uS'j
But do they have to use it between
9 am. and noon?
Tell me if I'm paranoid, but don't
they seem to be flying a little low to the
grOlmd when they pass over the campus--especially the really big ones?
I don't know one plane from another, but l' ve seen some monsters that
looked like they were gonna take a
chunk out of the SSB Tower.
Then there are the military jets that
use the airspace above the north side of
campus on their way across the river to
Scott Air Force Base or wherever.
I was wondering there, Colonel,
could ya' give italittle more juice. lean
still hear myself think!
Cchhhhgggghhhh!
Thanks.
Some nQise that we can' treally get
rid of is the construction noise.
I have a French class at 9 0' clock
every morning. For a few weeks they
. were modifying the bathroom adjacent
to the room this class is conducted in.
This was not pretty.
I'm not fully awake. I'm not exactly
jammin' the class. The planes are
buzzin' Clark HalL
AnQ. now I have intermittent blasts
of masonry drills and banging hammers competing ' with my instructor,
who just happens to be speaking in a
foreign language.
"Repetez, s'il v~)Us plait."
The work is necessary though. The
University needs these improvements
to truly serve everyone as equally as
possible. .
.' So for now, we have to deal with
the noise"""':"and the missing water
fountains (which is what aggravates
the most) and the closed bathrooms
(which seems to bebothering the female
population on this campus the most).
Let's just hope it doesn't take these
guys as long as it took the masonry
workers to finish the SSB Tower.
They do seem to be moving a little
faster, don't they?
And don't forget the lift they 've
been using for exterior work on the
buildings.
I think it's great that they're trying
to keep the place in shape. Bntifyou're
like me; the droning of a diesel engine
in the background tends to inhibit your

me

. see Noise, page

photo: Jeremy Rutherford

GIVING THE GIFT OF LIFE: Donor care specialist Shelley Wehrhell collecting a pint from Patrick Fogarty, a
senior majoring in education .

Alpha Psi.
"She's very enthusiastic," said
Gross. "She's greatl"
Theaverageamountofusableblood
drawn each semester through the drive
is about l00pints. Twenty-eightpeop1e
had signed up to give by 11 a.m. on

Psychiatrist conducts Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder
atU.M~·St~;_~o ui s
by Brian A. Dashner
reporter
A psychiatrist working at the
. Medical College Of Pennsylvania
conducted a symposium Thursday that
focused on recovery from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
Edna Faa has developed a treatment
for PTSD called "prolonged exposure, "
and is finding the results to be acceptable. Her speech was a detailed analysis .
of the results of her rese~ch, which
included a slide show, a monologue
and a film.
PTSD is a disorder that occurs in
I
many victims of severe trauma. It is
characterized by several factors inEdnaFoa
cluding:
~)
-recurrent and intrusive distressing
-acting or feeling as if the event
recollections of the event.
-recurrent and distressing dreams were recurring.
-intense psychological distress
of the event

when exposured to internal or external
cues that symbolize cir resemble an
aspect of the event.
.:p'sy,cqologic reactivity upon expoSure fo internal or external cues that
symbolize or resemble an aspect of the
ev~.

'1

Foa said an event can cause PTSD
if it contains intense fear, helplessness
and horror for the victim. She said it is
probable that other psychological disorders will accompany PTSD that could
mask the disorder with other symptoms. Depression and phobias are oflen symptoms of PTSD.
Faa said one of the major factors
that separates this disorder from depression is the "numbness factor."
Victims feel detached from and cold
toward other people. They percei ve the
world as being dangerous, and feel that
all other people are dangerous . She
said victims have difficulty forming

Author Shirlee H aizlip
\
~v. :
discusses her la -e st book

cause what it teUs us iSh&W~etically
and closely we arelirikeci.in this coun-

by Scott Lamar
associate features editor

What was intended to be a birthday
present for Shirlee T. Haizlip 's mother
has unexpectedly become a book in
contention for a Pulitzer prize, and a
story that producers and directors are
jockeying for .
Haizlip spoke Tuesday in the lC.
Penney building on her book ''The
Sweeter the Juice," a family memoir
detailing her search for her mother's
black relatives who were passing as
whites.
Haizlip is a graduate of Wellesley
College and attended the Harvard
School of Design.
At the CBS affiliate WBNB, she
was the first black women to hold the
position of general manager. Most recently she was an executive with
WNET-Tv in New York.
She has also been recruited by the
i American Film Institute and the National Endowment for the Arts as the
National Executive Director of the
6 National Center for Film and Video

try:~he s~)~ J ~~

root of
America's anceslry, ·qptb black and
white.
::;':' ..
It starts I,\iith awoman nam&lMargaret Morris. wh~h shew~ 4-yWsold, her fatherJeftl ep ,witl'J)a di~tant
cousin in Wash ingtflI{ D,G:! never to
return. Herfather,:;\lQflgwith her seven
siblings, didsornelhing. known ' as
~'passing." Not from@: to death, but
from black to ~'hite. .'.
"Aroun ~ 1~16,jl'\h e concept of
passing was not uncommon," Haizlip
said.
Passing entailed black individuals
assimilating with whites on thejoband
in the community but staying in touch
with their black relatives at home.
Margaret's family chose to ·leave
the black race and sever all ties with
their black relatives. Shirlee knew that
her mother's not knowing the whereabouts of her family was painful for
·'

Shirlee Haizlip
Preservation. It is that organization's
mission to coordinate a ,film and television archive for the U.S.
"This is not just my story," Haizlip
said. "It's the story of most African
Americans, and therefore the story of
many white Americans as well, be-

.N

:

see Haizlip, page 6

Tuesday. By the 2 p.m. deadline, 82
signatures were listed, and there were
still people coming in to donate blood.
The fmal tally of usable blood requires
analysis and was not available.
"We really appreciate you having
us," said ConnieAsseimeier,head nurse

for this semester's drive. "The blood is
definitel y needed, especially type 0,
but we'll happily take any clean blood
we can get."
Asselmeier worked for 20 years as

see Blood, page 6

..Post Traumatic Stress Disorder is '.

.·.characterized•by ·several··factors:
.Recurrentandintrl.lsive, distresslngrecol- "
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·lntense psychologicaldistresswhen.ex~
. posed tointernal or external cues thatsym"
bolizedrresemble an aspect of the event. .
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psychologic ~activiiy upon exposure to
internalorexternal cues'that symbolize or
'. fesemblean aSPecfof the event. .
relationships, and often lose relationships they had previous to the event.
In Faa's research, she said it is
apparent that the pericxl immediately
following a severe trauma is more important than the trauma itself. She found

that victims of such events, who exhibited symptoms of PTSD, were more
traumatized by the reacLions of others
than by the event.

see Stress, page 6

Hot line a~ as.~tlet
for hate cnme victims
by Jack Dudek
of The Current staff
A UM-St. Louis psychology professor has developed an outlet for those
who incure hate crimes resulting from
their sexual identity.
Suzzanna Rose, director of the St.
Louis Anti-Violence Project (AVP),
said a hate crime is a violent act, verbal
or physical, directed toward a person's
lifestyle. She said many of thesecrimes
are directed toward those who live nontraditional lifestyles.
"Many violent acts arc being directed towards the gay and lesbian
community based on their sexual
preference," Rose said.
The AVP is the first of its kind in S t.
Louis. The AVP joins over 60 other
lcx::al projects across the country that
are aimed at documenting and responding to anti-lesbian and gay violence.
The AVP has a hot line phone
number that one may call to receive
counseling services or report violence
against gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered people. All calls are kept
completely confidential.

Rose said' since May 1994, the line
has received ~bout 40 calls. She also
said that last year there was only a total
of eight hate crimes on record with the
St. LouisPoliceDeparunent. More than
30 volunteers are involved in staffing
the hot line, fund raising, publicity
efforts and police and victim service
advocacy.
The AVP keeps records of all hate
crimes reported.
The following statistics are taken
from the St. Lo uis Lesbian and Gay
Research Projec t' s findin gs . Of the 262
gays and lesbians surveyed, 75 percent
claim w to have been verbally harassed,
24 percent have been chased or
threatened and 10 percent knew of
someone who was killed because of
their sexual preference.
"Our findi ngs are not seen as being
official documents, but hopefully they
will bri ng about awareness of the problem," Rose said.
Such awareness has been taken
seriously in SL Louis City. A person
foundguilty of committing ahatecrirne
the cilY will suffer additional penal-

in

see Hot line, page 6
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Blood from page 5
a nurse and has served the Red Cross for
over two years. She has worked with the
drive six times and was happy to see
reruming donors this year.
"Yesterday we met our goal exactly.

TOOaY seems to be a little bit better," she
said
The goal for exh day was set at 50

pints. On Monday, 61 peop!eanempted to
give blood, but some were deferred for
various reasons. A total of 50 pints were
collected.
The American Red Cross is currently
under a ''Code Yellow." 1his means the
supply of blood is not large enough for the
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cxpxted need in the near future.
Publishedstaristicsfrom theRed Cross
show that only 83 percent of the ~uired .
donations have been scheduled. The need
for all types ofblood, especial! y type 0 and
o (negative) is urgent
Theorganizationrequiresabout 13,00J
additional donors to meet the demand this
year. Any cbnation is apjXCCiated and can
make a life saving cliffererce to those who
will ~ transfusions. Blood drives
such as this are one way that theycan meet
that demand.
ThenextBetaAlphaPsi;UM-St.Louis
Blood Drive will be held in April 1995.
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LEARN TO SKYDIVE!
ARCHWAY SKYDIVING CENTRE
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City Airport-Vandalia, IL 60 miles East on 1-70-Exit 61
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1-618-283-4978
: Doe; not ~~ to group rates

Haizlip from page 5

concentration when reading the homework for the next class.
Once again, all we can do is deal
with it UM-St. Louis is undergoing
major design changes, and even though
it's kind of a pain to deal. with, we
shouldn 't complain. It's not that big of
an annoyance now, is it?
Except for the planes. The planes
have got to go!

her.

Stress from page 5
Faa also found that the period prior
to the evenL is one of the deciding
fac tors of whether a victim \l:ill exhibit

"She needed to know the knowledge that they ldt behind," Haizlip
said. "So when I was 12-years-old, I
made a promise to her to find her
missing family ."
Like her mother, Shirlee went
through life wondering about the missing maternal side of her family. The
only family she knew was on her father's
side.
In each city she visited, she would
look up all of the Morrises in the phone
book. She would say to each of them,
"Hi, I'm Shirlee Morris. I'm looking
for my family, and they are from Wash-

1-800-344-4764

lessness and loss afterward.
The UM-S L Louis Center for
Trauma Recovery (CTR) IS currently
offering free counselIng for victIms of
_ rape who are willing to participate in a
study beginning in Jan. 1995. Thelength
c:: of time an individual will need therapy
~ can vary w~th each specific case.
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Lunch and Dinner
Specials

ties. Rose said extra charges brought
against the assailan t are necessary because of the extreme emotional trauma
these type5 ofcrimes cause the victims ..
"A victim of a hate crime will
suffer more psychological trauma,
therefor there is more self infliction
on the self identity," Rose said.

.
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Heat Included! 1 bedroom, :> room efficiency, new appliances, new
some fumi:;hed. Bi.xmths or 1 year lease. $285-$295. Or a
2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315-$350.

~rpet,

~

381-8797 BennudaHeights
Normandy

~

7738 Springdale

FIND OUT FOR SURE.

CRISIS
. FREE Pregnancy Testing
PREGNANCY . Irrunediateresults
CENTER

Welcomes
Students!

389-6969

"He wanted to know why his family was so small," Haizlip said.
She reached Jeffrey (who was
White) in New York and told him that
his great-grandfather was a slave.
Haizlip pointed out that geneticists
claim that 95.percent of white Arnericans have varying degrees of black
heritage, and 75 percent of African
Americans have at le.ast one white ancestor.
"If we can think: of ourselves as one
large extended family," Haizlip said,
"perhaps that will begin to lessen some
of the social distance between us. "

She said trauma will come in the
fonn of depression, flashbacks, or deep
feelings of insecurity and lack of trust
for society.

The AVP hot line is designed to
assist and refer the callers to additional
:.ocial workers, victim~iceagencies
and lawyers that are more understand-

Apartment: $295 . .

AM I PREGNANT?

7312 Natural Bridge

ington D.C. Might you ~ from Washington D.C.?"
It never gO[ her anywhere.
She finally hired a private investigator to find her family.
Haizlip said that what the investigator found was both good and bad. He
told her that all of her mother's siblings
.were dead except for one, a sister who
was living in Anaheim, Calif.
Haizlip refused to divulge exactly
what took place between she and her
aunt in their first encounter. She did
say, however, that her aunt's grandsw,
Jeffrey, was going east to do research
on his family.
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LIVE Entertainment
with Terry Beck on
Friday Oct. 28 at 9pm
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725-3150

447-6477

831·6723

227-5111

950 Francis PI.
CSt Louis)

2352 HWY 94
CSt Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

510 Baxter Rd.
.(Ballwin)

24-Hour Phone Service

The Anit- Violence Project (AVP) has a hotline
phone number that one may call to receive
counseling services or report violence
against gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered people.
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We Cater

P DW1::n'

Especially to
the Commuter
Student

1522-94491

PROTECTION 24 inc. ·
Cat Stereos And Speakers
Service On Factory Radios
Sales .. Service And
Custom Oesig:~ &Installation
VISIT OUR lARGEST SHOWROOM
IN THE u.s. F~ CAR STEREOS AND AUTO AlJIRMS

.Alcohol Awareness Week
October 24th-October 28th
Schedule of Events ·
-Monday October 24th .
Mocktails-University Center
-Wednesday October 26th & Thursday October 27th
Test Your Alcohol I.Q.
Free prizes University Center
-Thursday October 27th
Drunk Driving Simulator
. Parking Lot E
Information Tables with Video All Week at the University Center
Sponsored:By Jfori.zons Peer 'Educators. gifts suppfied 6y grey 'Eagfe fJJistrWutors ..
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THE CURRENT

by Pete Dicrispino
and Rob Goedeker
of The Current staff

Award time:
'And the
winner is?'
by Pete Dlcrispino
sports editor

'

The UM-S t. Louis soccer season
is coming to a close and it is that time
again. It's time again for recognizing
some of the athletes for their achievements.
It's time for the return of the
Peter Piper Awards.
The awards will be given out to
the players who deserve congratulations for a job well done.
This week we will start with the
Women's soccer team:
Freshmen Of The Year.
Tammi Madden, mid fielder·
As a freshmen, Madden has started in
every game this year for the Riverwomen. She is second on the team in
scoring with five goals and seven
assists for 17 pojnts, She. isalso sec~
ond on 'the team with 32 shots on
goal. Without a doubt, Madden will
be a force on the team the next three
years.
Quickest Player.
Tammi Madden, midfielderWe'll give this one to Madden too.
.Madden is both quick with the ball
and without the ball. She hits open
areas quicker than anyone on the
team and is usually open for a pass.
It's hard to argue with this pick.
Most Underrated.
Lori Lueddecke, Midfielder·
This sophomore has started in all!7
games this year. She is as consistent
as they come. Lueddecke goes out,
does her job and you hardly notice
her on the field. A steady player, who
should only get better.

'.

Tammi Madden's two goals and
stellar defensive play lifted the UM~
St.Louis women's soccer team to a
2-0 upset victory over 10th ranked
Metro State College last Saturday
at Don Dallas soccer field.
The game was the second one,
played on opening day of the TJ ..
Pizza Classic Tournament, and for
theRiverwomen, it was their biggest
win of the season.
The Riverwomen finished off
what was an incredible week of
soccer.
On Wednesday, the Riverwomen defeated 17th ranked
Southern Illinois .University of
Edwardsville 3,1 at SIUE. Head
coach Ken Hudson attributes his
team's recent success to defense.
"We are playing smarter defensively, everyone is doing a nice job
back there," Hudson said.
Against the Metro State Roadrunners, theRiverwomen' s defense
was dynamite and goalie Amy
Abernathy carne up with the big
saves when she needed to.
"We played good defensively,
and Amy made some good saves,"
Madden said.
Defenders Leigha Gibbs, Lori
Lueddecke, Mischelle Gill, Dawn

Photo: Ken Dunkin
PUTIING ON THE PRESSURE: Riverwoman midfielder Tammi Madden dribbles the ball down field as Metro
State defender Julie Russell (#13) closes in last Saturday at UM-St. Louis' TJ's Pizza! Coca-Cola Classic.
Dyer and Dianne Ermeling put a blanket over the Roadrunners offense.
Hudson was dishing out the compliments at the end of the game to his
defenders.
"Dawn (Dyer) has started the last
two games, ¥d she has really played

well," Hudson said, "She has done a
good job."
"Leigha (Gibbs) is playing real
well," Hudson said. "She's an aggressive player, but she was a little
tentative early in the year. Now she is
playing with that aggressiveness."

Madden was all the offense the Riverwomen needed and she started her
attack eight minutes into the game.
Gill placed a corner kickinto the box
and after a few players missed it, Madden buried her eighth goal of the year
past Roadrunner goalie Jennifer Pierce,

Twenty-two minutes later, Madden connected again when the Roadrunners had trouble clearing the ball
out of their own end. She found herself alone against Pierce and buried a
shot above her head just inside the
crossbar. The goal was her ninth and
her fourth in the last two games.
"Madden has really been picking
it up forus lately,"Hudson said. "She's
an opportunist and she puts the ball
into the goal. She doesn't get a lot of
chances, but she capitalizes on what
she gets."
Madden credits her recent success to achange in position. She moved
from the middle to the outside,
"I've been playing a lot better on
the wing," Madden said. ''!'mexcited
about the way I'm playing and the
way the team is playing."
On Sunday, the Riverwomen beat
Hardin Simmons Cowgirls 4-0 to take
the Championship of the TJ's Pizza!
Coca-Cola Classic. Senior forward
Jenni B urton scored all four goals for
the Riverwomen.
"We're playing really good defensively," Head Coach Ken Hudson
said, "It's nice to not give up any
goals, and now with ten wins, we're
guaranteed a better than .500 season,
something that we wanted to accomplish at the beginning of the year."
The Riverwomen outshot the'
Cowgirls 19-2 and improved their
record to 10-7-1

·Rick's late goal propels·
Rivermen past Lions
by Rob Goedeker
associate sports editor

-

A last minute; tie-breaking goal
by forward Todd Rick helped give
the Rivermena 2-1 home-game
victory on the road last Tuesday
over the Lindenwood Lions.
The game was to be played at
Don Dallas Memorial Field at 7
p.m., but due to rainy weather conditions, UM-St. Louis' soccer field
was deemed unplayable. The game
had to played on Lindenwood's
Astroturf football/soccer field and
was rescheduled to 8 p.m,
The change in atmosphere didn't
bother the Rivermen.
''We were pleased with the decision to play the game here
(Lindenwood)," Head Coach Tom
Redmond said. "We wanted to get

the match in, and the players came ready - - "The Rivermen scored the game's
to play. This wns our best vi tcry of the
fir 'tgoal in the second half. Fonvard
season, so far. Coming back i, _orneGreg rJwl'ord made a couple of
thing we haven' t been ahle [0 cia this
good moves around the Lions defense
ye..qr.'"
and dribbled the ball (jQ\vn the right
Rick scored both goals. his 13th
ide of the field. He made a perfect
and 14th of the season. He is now just
cenlering pa. s La Rick. After shaking
four goals shy of breaking the record
off ' Lion defender, Rick turned
for most goals in a season.
a d blasted a left-foot shot into the
"He Just keeps plugging away,"
upper left-hand comer of the net from
Redmond said,
15 yards OUL The goal gave the Riv"He's amazing," Assistant Coach
ermen a 1-0 lead.
.
Gary LeGrand said. "He \\lorks very
The Lions tied the game with
hard t(') keep himself in good position
5:53 remaining, Lions defender David
the whole grune."
ZOeller collected the ball in the right
.
In the first half, the Ri verm en played
comer and made a centering pass
very conservatively, trying to getaccustowards the goal. Riverman goalie
tomed to playing on the wet, Astroturf
Mark Lynn came out to make the
field.
save, but Lions defender John Hylla
. 'The ball was skipping all over the
beat him to the ball and kicked it
place," Rick said. "It was moving a lot
about 10 yards from the goal into the
faster."
right hand corner of the net.

I

Photo : Ken Dunkin
A LITTLE TOO LATE: Lindenwood goalie Jim Morton makes the save as
Riverman midfielder Todd Rick (#10) looks on in a game last Tuesday.
Overtime was srarring the Rivermen in the face, until Rick scored his·
second goal of the game in the 89th
minute of play. Rick collected a loose
ball off of a deflection, just after a Rivermen comer kick. He took a shot on the
left side from a steep angle about 12 yard
from the goal, giving the Rivermen the
dramatic victory.

"At the beginning of the game, the
guys were teasing him, saying that he
has never scored a goal in a big game,"
Redmond said. "Well, I think he put
thalLO rest with the victory today."
The Rivermen improved their
record to 9-3-2, Their next game is on
the road against Northeast Missouri
State Oct. 22,

Gorillas show no monkey business,
lower the boom on Riverwomen

Best Defensive Player.
Jennifer Frohlich, outside
back- Frohlich main job is to shut
down the other teams top scorer. She
does her job well and also joins the
offensive attack. She's a hard-nose
worker, who will run you over whoever is in her way. Frohlich leads
team in assists with nine and is third
in points with 15.

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current Staff
A tough battle quickly turned into
a one-way fight as the UM-St. Louis
Riverwomen volleyball team dropped
three games to the Pittsburgh State
Gorillas. Their record fell to 6-21 ,
The Riverwomen had victory
within their grasp in the first game as
they were only do\VTl by one point. A
error on a block finished off the game
as they lost 13-15. The next two
games weren't much better for the
team, they fell 6-15 in the second and
9-1 5 in the final game.
"They played fairly well, they
blocked well, and served tough," s3id
AssistantCoach Erik Kaseorg. "I think
maybe they got beat by a better team."
The team is gaining a lot of experience with each game on the coun,
which is something they didn't have
coming into this season.

Best Offensive Player.
Jenni Burton, forward· Burton
can score from just about anywhere
on the field. She is a dead! y offensive
weapon, who can tear an opponents
defense apart. She leads the team in
shots with 41, goals with 13 and in
points with 30. Burton has also conrributed four game-winning goals to
lead the Riverwomen. When Burton
scores the Riverwomen win.
Most Valuable Player.
Jenni Burton, forward· This is
an easy pick to make. Without Burton, this team would probably have a
tough time scoring goals and would
not have half the wins it has. She is,
without a doubt, the best player on
the team.
So long to the seniors who will be
leaVing after this season.
Angie Kaighin,forward- The
three-year player has battled injuries
all year for the Riverwomen and refused to be pulled out of the lineup.
Mischelle Gill, midfielder-Only
played one season for the Riverwomen. Has been a consistent player
all year for the team.

.
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AIR GARY: Riverwoman outside hITter An~ Marie Gary (#12) is getting
ready to spike the ball last Saturday in a game against the Pittsburg State
Gorillas, The Riverwomen's record fell to 6-21 , and 3-8 in the conference.

"We're not quite strong enough to
beat a team thatis filled with juniors and
seniors," said Head Coach Denise
Silvester. "We have eight girls on the
team and they have six years of college
volleyball experience."
At times the inexperience showed ac;
they seemed lost against the 11 -11 Gorillas. Towards the end of the game a
great deal of effort was shown. But, i't
wasn't enough, as the game was ftnished before theRivef\Vomen got started.
"I think in the third game we tried
really hard," said Sheri Grewe. "In the
first and second game r don't think we
were giving 110 percent effon."
The Riverwomen' s defense held for
the most part with Ann :Marie Gary and
Karen Basket leading the team with
twelve digs e<lch. Gary also led the team
in kills with 10.
"I'd like to see our de fense improve,"
Grewe said. "We've come a long way,
we need to go farther."

The Rivenvomen led in only one
category. They had a total 51 digs
compared to the Gorillas 50.
"We need to work on our transition
after we make the dig," said Silvester.
The team also played Friday night
losing LO Missouri Southern in three
sa-aight games. The scores were 7-15,
8-15,9-15.
One good thing came out of the
weekend losses; the tean1 discovered a
workhorse player.
"J ennifer Dodson played very well,
she hustled in the backcourt and worked
hard out there," Silvester said. "She's
not typically a starter for us, but with
the hard work that she,has been doing
for us she has earned aspoL"
It seems this team just needs time.
"We're a new team, so this is definitely a learning season for us," said
Grewe.
Their next game is on the road
against Northwest MiSSOllri Oct. 26.

Current
Tammi Madden, women's p~~... ~""
. Madden is on fire as she scored four goals last week. Sbe is
with nin~ goals on the season. Madden is ouiya fresbm-eQ.and;,

the field for years to come.
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